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“Cases where species remain distinct only 
because of postzygotic isolation are extremely 
rare, if they exist at all.”

Kirkpatrick and Ravigné (2002), p.23

“The scanty evidence that is available indicates 
that speciation by geographical segregation 
without isolation is rare; if it occurs at all.”

Mayr (1947), p.268
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Darwin’s “Big Book” on Natural Selection contained the famous phylogeny....

What is not explained in the published version, is that if you read the 
manuscript, he’s talking about a lineage of plants adapting to drought!

In the notoriously vague section on mechanisms of speciation, he completely 
leaves out the part about trade-offs
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The original phylogeny from “Origin of Species” by C. Darwin had a 
caption that didn’t make it into the book.

Contrary to being a “black box”, Darwin had a mechanism clearly in 
mind.

Maybe we should call this Darwinian speciation instead of 
ecological speciation. 



Darwin’s “Big Book” on Natural Selection contained the famous phylogeny....

What is not explained in the published version, is that if you read the 
manuscript, he’s talking about a lineage of plants adapting to drought!

In the notoriously vague section on mechanisms of speciation, he completely 
leaves out the part about trade-offs

Stauffer, R. C. 1975. Charles Darwin's Natural Selection: being the second part of his big 
species book written from 1856 to 1858. Cambridge University Press. From pages 239-
240: 

"Let M inhabit a continuous area, not separated by barriers, & let it 
be a very common & widely diffused & varying plant.  ...  As m1 tends to 
inherit all the advantages of its parent M, with the additional advantage 
of enduring somewhat more drought, it will have an advantage over it  ...  
if m1-10 had been produced, capable of enduring more drought, but not at 
the same time enduring an equal amount of moisture with the parent M, 
both parent & modified offspring might coexist: the parent  ...  in the 
dryer stations, & m1-10 in the very dryest stations."



Many more opportunities for study…flower color polymorphism on Sea of Cortez



Our alternative funding source: ourselves

Science funding in the US is broken. A few researchers receive millions while most receive nothing. 
We started a company that allows us to pay our bills and pursue any projects we think are important.



PART II: Publication inflation
- 2008-2018 publications grew from 1.8 to 2.6 million articles published per year
- Increase of 45%
- Increase in # of tenure track faculty about 5%
- Increase in brain capacity up less than 1%
- Increase in hours in day up 0%
- # of papers needed to get tenure track job in IB in 2006 (~15) vs 2019 (~30)

WASTED EFFORT
- Up to half of publications are never read by more than the authors
- Desire to cite only new papers undermines the purpose of research, enabling this waste

UNREASONABLE BURDEN
- Average cost of publishing a paper $3,500 (nonprofit) - $11,000 (Nature journal OA)
- Cost to researcher: $100,000-$300,000 to get a job at R1
- 30 papers take time to write for a person without permanent employment 

DECREASED QUALITY OF LIFE
- Inevitable trade-off with research quality & quantity 
- No time to enjoy life, serious mental consequences
- No time to think deep thoughts, don’t enjoy science anymore, “Putting out fires”
- Slippery ethical slope (200-author papers, minimum publishable unit, scam journals)
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We outsourced the printing 
of our currency to bad 

actors.
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Fear was the only reason given



PART II: Other Sources of Marginalization
1. Publication inflation

- previous slides, many issues; un-scientific; erodes quality of life
2. Living wage

- those with the least resources don’t matriculate or drop out first
- “just make it work” is not a solution 

3. Volunteering
- only an option for those that don’t need to work
- includes passing reviews to graduate students, undergrad lab assistance

4. Anonymous reviews
- It’s only anonymous for the reviewers! Authors are not anonymous.
- Who are we protecting? Only benefits those already in positions of power.
- No accountability; “You get what you pay for”

5. Tenure
- holdover from 1700’s before labor laws and with-cause termination clauses
- no longer encourages taking risks or speaking out (see previous slide)
- at best protects faculty from unfair termination (but we have laws now…)
- at worst allows student abuse, encourages complacency
- enforces conformity; young faculty that challenge the system will loose their jobs

6. “Puppy Mill” mentality
- only 2% will get R1 jobs
- other 98% that go to USFWS, nonprofits, start businesses, etc.



PART III: Solutions
1. Publication inflation

- legislation (real solution)
- publication caps, don’t submit to for-profit journals (requires altruism)
- waivers (NO!)  - who need it the most don’t take it (requires cultural capital)

- barriers work (e.g. Georgia election laws)
- BioRxiv, Sci-Hub (NO!) – separate and unequal, another barrier, also illegal

2. Living wage
- do not admit somebody if you cannot pay for their entire way

3.   Volunteering
- if your work is worth their time, their time is worth your money
- Fair Labor Standards Act

4.   Anonymous reviews
- get rid of it!

5.   Tenure
- get rid of it!

6.   “Puppy Mill” mentality
- get rid of it!
- 98% of people are there for a job to put food on the table, not accolades



Public serving….

Or

Self-serving?

For Faculty:

• Intense competition for jobs and unrealistic expectations for publication counts 
creates a slippery slope for researchers. 

• The goal is to inform society and train scientists, not publish papers per se. 

• Most papers that talk about “conservation implications” are not readable by 
conservation biologists and ecologists working on the ground.

• This short-circuits the purpose of why the public pays to fund science.

• Once problems in your institution have been identified it is not someone else’s 
problem anymore. 



The last place dog at Westminster….

…is still an amazing dog

For Students:


